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Abstract. Building multi-touch multi-user applications for Shared Interactive Surfaces is a
complex endeavour that requires fundamental knowledge in touch enabling hardware, gesture
recognition, graphical representation of digital information and multi-user interaction. While
several specialised toolkits help developers in this effort, we identified a variety of challenges
with these toolkits, as for example the lack of cross-platform support, the limited number of
touch-enabled multi-user widgets, missing documentation, and lacking community support — all
raising the barriers to entry. In this paper, we present TUIOFX, a toolkit for developing multitouch, multi-user applications for Shared Interactive Surfaces in Java, which tackles all of the
identified problems. The sophisticated implementation of TUIOFX adds support for TUIOenabled hardware and multi-user interaction under the hood of JavaFX, and leaves the welllearned JavaFX API for the developers fully intact – thus allowing particularly novices a very
quick start. In this paper we provide the technical insights, in the concepts and their elegant
implementation. 1
CCS Concepts. • Human-centered computing → User interface toolkits systems • Humancentered computing → Collaborative and social computing devices.
Keywords. Multi-touch, multi-user, shared interactive surfaces, toolkit, SDK, JavaFX

1 Introduction
Over the last two decades, many research projects and studies have pointed out that
Shared Interactive Surfaces (SIS) like multi-touch tabletops offer a number of
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promising opportunities and interaction techniques. The most promoted and
investigated opportunities associated to SIS involve intuitive interaction via direct-touch
manipulation, easy-to-use and easy-to-learn user interfaces for novice users and support
for multi-user interaction and collaboration [41].
However, despite the availability of affordable tabletop and wall-mounted solutions,
to date interactive surfaces have not yet reached widespread adoption in productive
settings beyond museum exhibitions, showrooms or research projects. One observation
that can be made is, that despite the general availability of hardware, the amount of offthe-shelf productive software is almost zero. One reason that can be identified is that
applications often need to be customised to the specific hardware. Many existing
frameworks and toolkits for developing applications have very specific hardware
requirements and are sometimes even limited to hardware from a specific vendor (e.g.,
MS Surface 2.0 SDK [27]). Also, the shortage of applications might be explained by the
fact that developing user interfaces for interactive surfaces is still complex and often
requires special knowledge, in spite of the existence of several multi-touch user
interface toolkits.
In our attempt to explain, why existing toolkits are still inadequate in significantly
reducing the effort and complexity involved in building multi-touch applications, we
want to highlight three issues, we identified earlier [8] and discussed with the
community:
First, most toolkits rarely provide a full set of ready-to-use widgets—let alone
complex and customisable, controls—optimised for touch interaction. This is for once,
because the developers of such toolkits expect tabletop applications to rely on highly
customised widgets and therefore largely focus on giving application developers the
freedom to create any type of widgets themselves, rather than providing novel and solid
multi-touch widgets suitable for productive tasks on tabletops. Further, often such
toolkits are developed from scratch, meaning that the toolkit developers have to
implement every needed widget by themselves (e.g., MT4j [24]). We argue that a
toolkit for tabletops should at least provide a set of traditional desktop widgets
optimised for touch. This way designers and programmers are able to draw on wellknown and already learnt interaction techniques with a solid foundation similar when
developing with traditional widget toolkits like WPF, Cocoa, or Java Swing for desktop
software. The programmers can than develop own, specialised widgets and controls on
top.
Second, strong concepts to support multiple users are often missing or are only
rudimentary implemented in such toolkits [41]. Most times, it is left completely to the
developers of an application, how they deal with parallel input and resolve input
conflicts (e.g., [32]). We share the belief of Roseman and Greenberg [36] that welldefined concepts are needed on a toolkit level to support and guide developers when
realising multi-user applications.
Third, a lot of prototypes that emerged from the research community or developed by
individuals unfortunately lack comprehensive documentations and extensive support in
form of forums and news groups. This often leaves developers on their own, without
help, with their specific problem. Sometimes, this goes hand in hand with constantly
evolving, semi-structured APIs and immature architectures that are the results of
growing prototypes. The wide adoption of the now discontinued Surface SDK [27] by
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Microsoft, partly showed how a good documented and well-structured toolkit can help
developers, even though it offered only rudimentary multi-user support and was limited
to one platform. Also Groupkit [36] showed how founding on a well-known UI
Framework can benefit the spreading of a toolkit.
To address the mentioned shortcomings, we propose TUIOFX, a toolkit for building
multi-touch multi-user cross-platform applications for Shared Interactive Surfaces. The
TUIOFX toolkit was conceived to enable developers to easily develop appealing crossplatform applications. To achieve this, TUIOFX is implemented on top of JavaFX, a
cross-platform UI toolkit that comes with a huge number of ready-to-use standard UI
widgets (called controls). To support multi-touch and multi-user interaction on Shared
Interactive Surfaces TUIOFX optimises the look-and-feel of theses JavaFX controls and
enables means for parallel interaction of multiple users for these traditional JavaFX
widgets. Also JavaFX’s event handling infrastructure offers support for handling multitouch inputs and some standard gestures (i.e. scroll, swipe, zoom and rotate gestures)
out of the box. However, JavaFX only listens to multi-touch input events provided by
the underlying operating system (OS), thus the availability and interpretation of some
gestures may differ between OSs. Therefore, TUIOFX also includes its own platformindependent gesture recognition engine based on the TUIO protocol [16]. This
ultimately removes the limitation that almost all OS only allow detecting one gesture at
a time—as they depart from a single user perspective—and thus lays the ground for
enabling JavaFX as a development tool for Shared Interactive Surfaces.

Fig. 1. Visual editing TUIOFX apps and custom controls in Oracle’s JavaFX Scene Builder.

2 Requirements and Design Decisions
Ideally, the interaction design of exploits knowledge people have from face-to-face
collaboration, where people use a shared surface like a table or a whiteboard as
supporting medium to work simultaneously on a common activity. They share
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information and objects placed on the surface and they use them as conversational props
during the collaboration [3,22,44]. It is obvious that these characteristics of physical
tables and whiteboards, which afford multiple users to come together to work
collaboratively on common tasks around a single shared display, also hold for SIS. With
the exciting prospect of tabletop and whiteboard affordances in group collaboration,
supporting effective multi-user interaction on and around interactive surfaces has
evolved to an important topic in the HCI research community (e.g.,
[10,11,29,33,35,40,41]). In fact, many interactive surfaces applications leverage
concurrent group collaboration by allowing multiple users to share and manipulate
digital objects simultaneously without solely relying on turn-taking activities. In this
work, we use the term Shared Interactive Surfaces to refer to multi-touch tabletops and
large wall-mounted surfaces with support for true multi-user interaction (i.e. parallel
group work that is relatively free from turn-taking). Thus, they enable multiple users at
the same location to jointly work together on a common task in parallel. In this sense
SIS can be seen as an evolution of the concepts behind the idea of single display
groupware SDG [43]—with the significant difference that interactive surfaces enable
simultaneous input from several users via multi-touch opposed to multiple connected
mice. That is, the underlying technology of a SIS (e.g., Frustrated Total Internal
Reflection (FTIR), Diffused Illumination (DI), In-Cell Touch) is able to sense multiple
simultaneous points of contact on their surface. Founding on these multi-touch input
capabilities, interactive surfaces provide a new design space for novel interaction
techniques that encompass a wide range of input modalities, from direct-touch
manipulation (i.e. using fingertips, whole-hand and pen) to interaction with physical
objects (tangibles). Thereby one downside of most current commercial hardware is the
inability to identify from which user a touch originated—a condition we refer to as
anonymous touch input [9].
So far a considerable effort has been put into providing multi-touch toolkits, to
support developers in their endeavour of programming applications for SIS and their
specific characteristics. Based on our own experience with those toolkits and prior
research in the HCI and CSCW community, we established a set of requirements and
design decisions to guide the design of a new toolkit: TUIOFX.

2.1 Building on Existing Technology
The key requirement guiding the design of TUIOFX was to build on existing
technology to minimise the learning effort for new users and maximise the available
support from a vivid developer community. From our own experience with various
toolkits, we learned that such toolkits often are niche solutions, sparsely documented
and supported, and with a limited lifespan. By building on JavaFX our aim was to
leverage on a huge, active community that is continuously evolving. The aim was to
benefit from this well-documented base technology, by smoothly implementing
everything beneath the surface of JavaFX and leaving the original API untouched to the
greatest possible extent. This way, also the documentation and support requirements for
TUIOFX can be kept minimal, as existing documentation materials and examples
provided by JavaFX itself are sufficient to understand most aspects of programming
applications with TUIOFX. From our experience, when handing out TUIOFX to
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developers in a few smaller projects and workshops so far, the adoption effort—even
for inexperienced JavaFX programmers—is negligible. Also, the minimal invasive API
design of TUIOFX allows that many existing tools—like the JavaFX Scene Builder for
visual editing (cf. Fig. 1)—can be reused for developing multi-user, multi-touch
applications.

Fig. 2. A selection of only a few of the available TUIOFX widgets—with one open TUIOFX on-screen
keyboard.

2.2 Providing Platform Independence
An important design goal of TUIOFX is to provide a platform-independent toolkit for
building multi-touch multi-user applications. The aim was to provide developers with
the freedom to choose from different technologies for the SIS hardware as well as for
the underlying operating system. To achieve this goal, first, TUIOFX is simply
implemented in the cross-platform language Java. Second, TUIOFX provides a
platform-independent gesture recognition engine based on the TUIO [16] protocol. This
way, TUIOFX does not rely on the gesture data acquired by the underlying OS, as most
desktop OS are expecting one user and therefore are limited to detecting one single
gesture at a time. Hence, using TUIOFX ensures that the same types of gestures are
recognised in the same way on different platforms with TUIO support.

2.3 Providing Touch-Enabled Traditional Widgets
While direct-touch manipulation often resonates with an urge for a radical new
interaction styles, we argue that many traditional GUI widgets are based on metaphors
from physical entities, which now get back their tangibility. Controls like buttons,
switches, or sliders, and form elements, like text fields, radio-buttons, or checkboxes, all
exploit knowledge that we have from other domains. Most of these controls win back
some of their original qualities when they are used through direct-touch rather than
through a mouse pointer. These traditional widgets are widely accepted and appreciated
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beyond desktop computers. It is hardly surprising that many multi-touch interaction
techniques used on mobile devices largely rely on these traditional desktop widgets. For
instance, on touch-enabled devices buttons, check boxes and text entry widgets are
intensively used with little customisation of their look-and-feel. In this way, desktop
users get instantly familiar with the touch-enabled user interface, since they can draw on
already learned interaction techniques. And finally, programmers are able to quickly
support a number of standard interactions by relying on those standardised and reusable
UI building blocks [38].
Our third requirement accordingly is, that a multi-touch toolkit should provide an
extensive number of touch-enabled traditional GUI widgets. The availability of touchenabled traditional widgets gives developers something to reuse and to extend when
exploring novel multi-touch, multi-user widgets and interaction techniques that involve
similar components to those used in already existing traditional widgets. Having a large
number of widgets helps developers to reduce the implementation efforts needed to
create user interfaces, since they can reuse—and when necessary extend—already
available widgets instead of creating them from scratch. More importantly, developers
do not have to deal with the complexity of specific widget implementation details just in
order to simulate traditional interaction techniques.
By building TUIOFX on top of JavaFX, we are able to leverage from the many
existing widgets from simple buttons and text fields (Fig. 2) to more complex UI
elements like interactive charts, editable tables and tree views, colour picker, up to even
a WYSIWYG-HTML5 editor. Additionally, many third-party widgets and UI controls
can also be reused, providing great extensibility.

2.4 Optimising Widgets for Interactive Surfaces
However, just providing traditional widgets that are originally designed for desktop
applications with keyboard and mouse input limits their usability on large SIS.
Fortunately, the JavaFX platform is able to support multi-touch interaction on touchenabled devices, by providing an event handling infrastructure for multi-touch inputs as
well as augmenting the look-and-feel of some basic controls for multi-touch interaction
on embedded systems. Thus, all JavaFX controls are already touch-enabled and are
designed to response to touch inputs. Yet, adding multi-user multi-touch support still
poses new challenges concerning the look-and-feel of these widgets:
• Due to the small size of desktop widgets, the large contact area of human fingers
may occlude parts of a standard widget and thereby hiding visual information and
making the selection of targets harder. A toolkit for large surfaces should provide
at least a simple solution that improves the selection of target elements.
• Another challenge that needs to be addressed is the support for free orientation of
widgets. Free orientation means “the rotation of an item to any desired angle”
[23, p. 603]. This is an important requirement for the TUIOFX toolkit because
people tend to occupy different positions around the horizontal display of
tabletops and they will be viewing the same digital objects from different angles
[22]. As a result, for some participants the digital object may be difficult to read
and thus affects the comprehension of the content [22,47]. Besides the
comprehension and the readability problem, content orientation plays a mediating
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role in the coordination of actions and communication between individuals doing
collaborative work [2,11,22,40,44].
To deal with these challenges, TUIOFX optimises the look-and-feel of JavaFX
standard widgets for touch interaction on large touch screens by:
• Increasing the size of JavaFX widgets’ target elements by default (developers can
still change the size of any target element using the JavaFX API and CSS);
• Providing a dark CSS styling theme to prevent users from eye strains and eye
fatigue when working in close range of the brightly lit displays; and
• Supporting free orientation of all standard widgets.
Through skinning JavaFX’s standard widgets, we are able to provide a clean looking
and functional out-of-the-box CSS styling theme for all widgets. Accordingly,
developers can easily achieve a uniform design, without the need of designing an own
theme.

2.5 Supporting Text Entry
Text entry is one of the most frequent tasks people do when working on desktop
applications [14]. This is also true for several tabletop applications presented in the
literature (e.g., [4,29]). Accordingly, means for concurrent text input for multiple users
are needed. However, most hardware keyboards proposed for SIS so far [13,20,46]
often come with specialised technological requirements that are not always available for
off-the shelf hardware and applications. Hardware keyboards are also impractical for
multi-user interaction due their lack of support for fast duplication and shareability [14].
Another possibility is to provide a soft keyboard [25] (virtual keyboard), as it has no
special requirements to the underlying system and hardware. A soft keyboard can be
easily removed from the screen, shared among participants, flexibly tailored to the
application and allows for fast creation of multiple instances for multiple people [14].
Although, it might not be the best choice for extensive and accurate text entry, since it
suffers from several drawbacks (e.g., lack of tactile feedback), we still regard it as a
minimum requirement for a multi-touch toolkit that tends to support most general
tabletop systems. Therefore, TUIOFX provides a soft keyboard implementation for text
input supporting multiple users.

2.6 Supporting Multi-User Interaction
Finally, while multi-touch multi-user interaction on SIS increases the collaboration
capabilities, they also introduce several issues when built on top of traditional singleuser widgets [30,43,45]. We identified two important challenges and conflicts TUIOFX
aims to manage:
2.6.1 Supporting Simultaneous User Actions
To support a range of multi-user interaction techniques, TUIOFX must handle
simultaneous user actions correctly. However, JavaFX ‘s out-of-the-box multi-touch
support does not allow multiple users to perform multiple gestures simultaneously.
Designed as a single-user toolkit, JavaFX’s event handling infrastructure is programmed
to only listen to the entire stream of touch events provided by the underlying OS and
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thus can only interpret one gesture at a time. Hence, we cannot rely on the JavaFX’s
handling of gesture events when supporting simultaneous user gestures. Therefore, we
developed a technique to split or group the single TUIO touch event stream (comparable
to [17]) into multiple streams for each coherent gesture by a user, so that our gesture
recognition engine can process each input stream independently and simultaneously in
order to recognise multiple gestures at a time. As we want TUIOFX to support a variety
of tabletop systems of which the majority comes without user identification capabilities,
we provide a straightforward technique for grouping touch events without the need for
user identification. This grouping technique works as follows: Each TUIO touch point
is associated with the graphical object it currently hits. According to this principle, all
touch points located on the same graphical object are grouped together and sent to
gesture recognisers to be jointly interpreted into gestures. The underlying assumption is
that a touch gesture is always directed to a specific graphical object and only one
gesture performer manipulates a graphical object at a time.
2.6.2 Reducing Multi-User Interaction Conflicts
Allowing multiple people to interact simultaneously on a shared workspace can raise
several conflicts. For example, one user’s action may lead to global changes, which in
turn, could impact or even interrupt the activities of other users. The prevalent
interaction style for graphical user interfaces is, that a single user through a series of
input events, invokes actions. This concept heavily builds on the single-focus model,
that is: Single-user widgets rely on a focus, determining the single graphical object that
can receive user input exclusively at a time. However, this focus model does not fit with
most multi-touch and multi-user interaction concepts “where there is no single focus
model, and instead multiple touches may interact with multiple objects simultaneously”
[1, p. 255]. Additionally, under the presence of anonymous touch input, it is also
unclear from which user, which touches originated. Therefore, most multi-user tabletop
applications rely on user identification techniques [5,18,26,31,37,39] or territory-based
approaches [28,40] to assign touches to users in order to reduce conflicts. However,
setups with integrated user identification are rare, as they often require specialised hardand software that so far mainly have been demonstrated in research prototypes [9].
While the territory-based approach can be achieved without user identification, fixed
territories often limit the freedom of interaction, and might be inappropriate for many
application types, as for example a multi-user graphical editor.
To overcome these limitations, we developed TUIOFX to support the design of
applications that minimise conflicts also on hardware that only provide anonymous
touch input and maximises the freedom of interaction. Therefore, we have conceived
the task-based focus model [9], to resolve interaction conflicts caused by widgets that
rely on the single user focus model when multiple users want to interact simultaneously.

3 Related Work
Based on these requirements, we analysed existing toolkits from the research
community as well as different commercial solutions (cf. Table 1).
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DiamondSpin [42] offers a set of touch-enabled traditional widgets by reusing
existing widgets of Java’s Swing GUI Framework. DiamondSpin does not optimise the
look-and-feel of most Swing widgets and thus they remain inappropriate for multi-touch
multi-user interaction on tabletops. Further, it does not provide an event data structure
for multi-touch input needed to notify the application about multi-touch gestures.
Consequently, touch inputs must be translated to mouse events and restricting multitouch interaction to multiple simultaneous mouse clicks and drag-and-drop operations.
Built primarily to run on the DiamondTouch hardware, the toolkit leverages its user
identification capabilities to support concurrent user inputs. This makes the
DiamondSpin a special purpose toolkit with an excellent support for multiple users.
Microsoft Surface SDK [27]—a now discontinued product—is in the same way
limited to one specific piece of hardware. It provides tools and comprehensive API for
the development of multi-touch applications that run, however, only on Surface (later
rebranded PixelSense) devices. The SDK optimises traditional Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF) UI elements for touch, thus leverages on a large community of
developers and users. The SDK supports simultaneous user input by associating each
input action (or gesture) with concrete UI elements. It comes with several tools to ease
the development of SIS applications such as a simulator and the visual editor Microsoft
Expression Blend. It allows developers to rotate all WPF widgets to any angle.
However, users cannot enter text simultaneously using the default soft keyboard, since
only one instance of the default soft keyboard can be created at a time. While the
Surface SDK fulfils many of our requirements it only runs on Windows systems with
native multi-touch support.
jQMultiTouch [34] is a JavaScript (JS) library for developing multi-touch web
applications for touch devices from smartphones to interactive walls. Though, it has no
built-in support for SIS systems that send touch inputs via TUIO. As a JS library,
jQMultiTouch can be used with touch-enabled traditional HTML widgets that are wellsupported on most popular touch screens. These standard HTML widgets, however, are
not optimised for multi-user interactions or free orientation (e.g. rotating a <select>
element does not rotate its options). Additionally, jQMultiTouch lacks support for
concurrent text entry. Yet, by leveraging on web technologies like HTML and JS, with
a large community of web developers and extensive documentation material, it has a
very low entrance barrier.

Platform Independence
Touch-Enabled Widgets
Optimised Widgets for
Tabletops
Simultaneous User Actions
Reducing Multi-User
Conflicts
Free Orientation
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○
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●

●
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○
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○

○

○

-
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-
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●
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●

-
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●
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Table 1. Overview of related work and our appraisal whether the requirements are: fully supported (●),
partially supported (○), not supported (–), or unclear if supported (?).

IntuiFace [15] is a software for authoring multi-touch applications deployable on
almost any touch devices (Windows, macOS, TUIO trackers, iOS, Android, Chrome
OS, etc.). It offers many specialised touch-enabled widgets for exhibitions and
presentations with a few standard widgets: label, text field, normal and toggle/radio
buttons, but e.g. no checkbox or slider. It solely supports the visual development of user
interfaces through its authoring tool IntuiFace Composer, thus limiting the capabilities
for extending and creating custom widgets. Also, the ability to present multiple virtual
keyboard instances for concurrent text entry is not officially supported.
MT4j [24] is Java-based toolkit with good cross-platform support. Similar to
Surface SDK, it supports concurrent user actions by associating touches to their target
UI component. However, the amount and functionality of standard widgets and
components is very limited. Hence, developers must deal with re-implementing
components such as basic UI elements for laying out components or advanced controls.
Besides being used in a few research projects, MT4j has no active community of
developers and only sparse documentation. With the last activity in 2011, the toolkit
seems to be no longer maintained.
TISCH (formerly libTisch) [7] is a cross-platform framework for developing multitouch user interfaces written in C++ (with wrappers for C#, Java, Python). The TISCH
toolkit shares similar drawbacks as MT4j. It only provides a few traditional widgets or
visual components, no extensive community of developers and accordingly scarce
documentation and no tool support like visual editors. Further, TISCH requires lowlevel OpenGL drawing instructions for creating new widgets. Thus, programmers have
to be familiar with the rather complex OpenGL API.
Kivy [19] (formerly PyMT [12]) is a python-based cross-platform toolkit. It provides
a series of traditional widgets optimised for touch and it allows simultaneous text entry
using the soft keyboard. Kivy comes with a well-documented, but custom, API with
several examples and it has an active developer community. However, there is only
limited documentation that explains how defining the appearance of existing widgets
works. Also, it seems that for creating and styling new widgets low-level drawing
functions are often required.
While there are some more toolkits for SIS—some with very specialised focus like
e.g. the hardware abstraction layer Squidy [21]—many of them share at least one of the
drawbacks.
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4 TUIOFX Toolkit—Concepts and Implementation
In the following we provide technical details of the architecture and the implementation
of TUIOFX [8]. We thereby explain how we achieved the previous established
requirements and realised the design goals.
The TUIOFX toolkit is composed of two parts: TUIOFX–Core and TUIOFX–
WidgetToolkit. While the first is concerned with transforming raw touch events into
meaningful JavaFX Gesture- and Touch-Events, the second is concerned with providing
multi-user, multi-touch widgets. Fig. 3 shows the main components of the toolkit in an
overview of the architecture.

4.1 The TUIOFX–Core
TUIOFX–Core provides a set of gesture recognizers that translate raw TUIO messages
into the corresponding standard JavaFX TouchEvent and GestureEvent types of
JavaFX’s event handling infrastructure. The TUIOFX-Core mainly consists of four subcomponents: TuioInputService, TouchHandler, GestureHandler and a set of
GestureRecognizers.

Fig. 3. Overview of the TUIOFX architecture, the main components and their interaction.

4.1.1 TuioInputService
When starting TUIOFX-Core, the TuioInputService establishes a connection to one or
more TUIO trackers ((1) in Fig. 3) in order to listen to touch events sent from these
trackers (2). The TuioInputService then translates the TUIO coordinates of the received
touch event to the JavaFX coordinate space and creates a new object TuioTouchPoint
that wraps the TUIO touch event object and is passed on to the TouchHandler (3).
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4.1.2 TouchHandler
The TouchHandler sub-component is primarily responsible for the target selection,
which is detecting the top-most JavaFX node (TargetNode) as the one the user wants to
manipulate and thus should receive the touch event. The TouchHandler uses JavaFX’s
hit testing method impl_pickNode() of the scene’s root Node to find the target node.
The method delivers the front-most—in respect to the z-orientation—child node at the
scene coordinates of the touch point. Special cases are controls that are based on a
PopUpWindow (e.g., the list part of a drop-down menu), as the target nodes inside the
PopUpWindow are not part of the root Node hierarchy. Therefore, the TouchHandler
also iterates though eventual PopUpWindows at the touch location for finding the
correct node. In each case, the information about the detected TargetNode is stored in
the TuioTouchPoint object and handed to the GestureHandler (4).
4.1.3 GestureHandler
The first task of the GestureHandler is to group incoming TuioTouchPoint objects (i.e.
touch events) according to their respective TargetNode. This is a necessary step to
detect multi-touch gestures invoked on one single UI element [6]. Therefore, multiple
logical touch event streams are formed and grouped for each TargetNode. Further, the
GestureHandler initiates a set of GestureRecognizers whereby each gesture recognizer
processes all touch-event streams associated with one TargetNode independently and in
parallel.
4.1.4 GestureRecognizer
A GestureRecognizer (5) detects a gesture by analysing a stream of touch events
(TuioTouchPoint objects) of a specific target node. When the user touches a node for
the first time, TUIOFX-Core creates a set of gesture recognizers and attaches all of
them to this node. That is, each gesture recognizer instance is associated with one target
node, whereas a target node has multiple instances of different gesture recognizers. This
allows users to perform combined gestures on a node: like dragging and rotating a node
simultaneously.
Building on existing technology, TUIOFX toolkit is designed to reuse the JavaFX’s
multi-touch event handling infrastructure in order to send events about the recognised
gesture to the associated target node. Therefore, TUIOFX-Core provides gesture
recognizers to detect each TouchEvent and GestureEvent types supported by the
JavaFX’s event handling infrastructure (i.e. TouchEvent, RotateEvent, ScrollEvent,
SwipeEvent and Zoom Event). Our custom gesture recogniser algorithms are informed
by research concepts (e.g., RNT [23]) and real world implementations like Android’s
GestureDetector class and robust towards adding and removing fingers to a gesture. If
an event is detected, a standard JavaFX event is fired on the respective JavaFX-Node,
including a synthesised MouseEvent. Developers can simply use JavaFX’s welldocumented event handling API, to react to these events in their code. TUIOFX-Core
can be used standalone with JavaFX and already allows a wide range of possible
applications (e.g., multi-touch applications or games that rely on custom 2D or 3D
graphics).
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4.1.5 The TUIOFX–WidgetToolkit
To further support multi-user interaction on large touch screens, the TUIOFX–
WidgetToolkit optimises the look-and-feel of the standard JavaFX widgets through
extensive skinning. This includes very basic adjustments, like increasing the size of UI
elements to improve the target selection to complex modifications, like profoundly
changing the behaviour of some widgets to support multi-user interaction. To achieve
this, TUIOFX–WidgetToolkit provides a CSS theme that overrides the JavaFX default
CSS theme to adapt the appearance and behaviour of built-in controls with custom Skin
implementations.
4.1.6 Skinning Widgets in JavaFX
JavaFX offers a great freedom in optimising the look-and-feel of controls (widgets)
either via JavaFX CSS properties or by implementing custom Skin classes. A Skin class
defines the visual representation and behaviour of a Control. While the basic styling of
many aspects of a standard JavaFX Control can be adapted by pure CSS properties
(comparable to CSS usage with HTML), by extending its Skin class, also its behaviour
can be profoundly changed. TUIOFX heavenly relies on this skinning mechanism to
overwrite all widgets.
For example, to adapt the appearance of JavaFX controls (e.g., dark colour scheme,
size of fonts) in the TUIOFX–WidgetToolkit, we mainly use JavaFX CSS together with
a few custom Skin classes for very specific visual styling purposes (e.g., adding the
light bar at the bottom of the ToggleButton control (cf. On/Off toggle buttons in Fig. 2).
Accordingly, the majority of the custom Skin classes in TUIOFX are for enhancing and
tailoring the behaviour of JavaFX controls in order to support multi-user interaction and
multi-touch.

Listing 1. Snippet of the TUIOFX CSS theme that registers a custom Skin class “MTCheckBoxSkin” for
the Checkbox control via the control’s default selector “.check-box”.

The TUIOFX-WidgetToolkit simply references all its custom Skin classes inside a
CSS file (compare Listing 1). This way we ensure that creating new instances of these
optimised controls work the same way as the normal JavaFX controls—that is, using
exactly the same Control class regardless of the use of the TUIOFX-WidgetToolkit. For
developers wanting to create a new Checkbox control, it is not necessary to learn the
API and name of a new control (e.g., MTCheckbox()), but they can simply use the
standard JavaFX Checkbox(), that will automatically load the needed adapted behaviour
and styling of TUIOFX’s MTCheckboxSkin.
In terms of visual styling, TUIOFX replaces JavaFX’s default Caspian theme with a
dark colour scheme to provide better readability and prevent eyestrain when working up
close with brightly lit interactive surfaces. The font-size is increased to 16px for
readability as are the size of the controls, for common tabletop sizes in the range of 40
to 50 inch with Full HD resolutions and average human finger size. By overwriting a
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few variables in the CSS-file, of course adequate settings for other configurations can
be easily achieved.
4.1.7 Reducing Multi-User Interaction Conflicts
As already mentioned, to reduce multi-user interaction conflicts caused by the singlefocus model, we have developed the concept of task-based focus [9]. The task-based
focus model support concurrent user inputs without relying on user identification
capabilities of the hardware. According to the single focus model anytime a new touch
occurs on the interaction surface the graphical object under this new touch point will
gain the focus, while the prior object that was in focus will lose it (i.e. a blur event). In
JavaFX, the default behaviour of text entry controls and PopupWindow-based menus
strongly depends on the single focus model, which makes it impossible for multiple
users to interact simultaneously using these controls. For example, a TextField control
requires to be first selected to exclusively gain the focus in order to receive and display
key input events from the keyboard. Furthermore, without setting the focus, visual
elements like the text cursor—used to provide feedback to the user—are not displayed.
Consequently, multiple users cannot write simultaneously into different text input
controls, at least not without battling for the focus or falling back into turn taking
strategies. The same holds for JavaFX PopupWindow-based menu controls (e.g.,
ComboBox, ChoiceMenu, ContextMenu). By default, these PopupWindow-based
menus disappear immediately after they lose the focus (i.e. as soon as a touch occurs
outside the PopupWindow). With multiple users interacting on a tabletop, this may
happen even before the user was able to make any selection.
To overcome these limitations we introduce the concept of a focus area to resolve
conflicts caused by the single-user focus model. A focus area is a specific area of a user
interface that contains one or more widgets where only one widget can be selected to
gain the focus at a time. The selected widget remains in focus until any other user event
occurs within the same focus area. A focus area is determined by simply defining a
graphical object (Node) as the starting node. The focus area then extends from the
starting node to all of its child nodes. Fig. 4 illustrates the concept of focus areas. As
the root node of the Advanced Search dialogue (a simple Pane) was defined as a focus
area, each child node (like the “Author” text field and the “Media” drop-down menu)
shares the same focus. If a second instance of this dialogue is opened, it also holds its
own focus. While every touch event outside of the red (respective blue area) does not
interfere with the controls in the focus area, clicks inside the focus area will lead to a
focus behaviour as it is expected from single user applications. As one can see, a node
can be assigned to a focus area either explicitly by defining the object itself as starting
node (the dialogue pane) or implicitly when being a nested node of a starting node (the
text fields and drop down menus). More details can be found in [9].
Using this task-based focus model, one user can write inside a text field or interact
with the PopupWindow while other users are simultaneously producing touch inputs
outside the focus area. Thus, the PopupWindow or the text field only gets de-activated
once the user selects another object within the same focus area. In general, each touch
input within the same focus area is interpreted as a real focus shift and therefore deactivates the currently selected PopupWindow or text input control.
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We call this conflict reduction strategy, task-based focus. It can be used to employ a
task centric focus model by the developer, by grouping widgets that form a common
task that is usually performed by one individual user.
To be able to use the task-based focus (focus area) with PopupWindow-based
controls (ComboBox, ChoiceBox), TUIOFX-WidgetToolkit extends the Skin
implementation of these PopupWindow and text field controls to behave according to
the task-based focus model.

Fig. 4. Two instances of the same dialogue, each defining its own focus area (red left and blue right)
respectively ignoring inputs outside these areas. That is, each focus area behaves internally according to
the single focus model. For example, opening a drop-down list in the red area will remove the focus from
the text field and accordingly hide the keyboard, but will not affect the opened drop-down list in the blue
area.

That is, the PopupWindow should only get closed when a touch event occurs within
the focus area associated to the PopupWindow. To detect whether a touch event occurs
within the focus area or not the TUIOFX-WidgetToolkit adds a JavaFX event filter for
each PopupWindow-based control. This event filter listens to all MOUSE_PRESSED
events routed through the starting node of the PopupWindow and whenever a
MOUSE_PRESSED occurs the filter close the PopupWindow.
Finally, TUIOFX-WidgetToolkit also changes the behaviour implementation of both
JavaFX text input controls (TextField and TextArea) so that they can rely on the taskbased focus model in order to support parallel writing. This includes extending the
TextFieldSkin and TextAreadSkin to receive user text inputs from the attached soft
keyboard even though they lose the focus as well as to only get deactivated depending
on how the focus area of the particular text input control has been defined. Of course,
this behaviour is also inherited by all other components that internally use TextField
and TextArea, as for example editable cells in JavaFX’s TableView.
4.1.8 Supporting Text Entry
While JavaFX comes with a soft keyboard implementation, this virtual keyboard is
clearly aimed for single-user small display devices, like smart phones. It is one single
keyboard, attached to the lower screen border and taking the full width of the screen.
Thus, it is clearly not applicable for SIS. Therefore TUIOFX-WidgetToolkit provides its
own soft keyboard implementation, which has been adopted from the fx-experience
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keyboard2. The soft keyboard comes with a QWERTY layout, but is extendable via
XML to other layouts. By default, every text input control (i.e. TextArea and TextField)
has an individual keyboard instance attached, so that touching a text input control opens
the respective soft keyboard. However, by defining focus areas the developer easily can
overwrite this standard behaviour, as within one focus area one keyboard instance is
shared among multiple text-input controls.
4.1.9 Providing Free Orientation
In general, applying a rotation transformation to a JavaFX controls can change its
orientation. Thus, in combination with an event handler for the RotateEvent, a node can
be reoriented by users performing a rotate gesture. This allows participants around an
interactive tabletop to orientate widgets towards them. In most cases, performing a
rotation transformation on a control also rotates all graphical elements the control is
composed of. For example, when rotating a Button control also the Text Node inside the
Button gets rotated. However, this is not the case for JavaFX controls that are composed
of a ContextMenu control (e.g., ComboBox, ChoiceBox). Therefore, the TUIOFXWidgetToolkit provides a solution that rotates and repositions the ContextMenu to
always match the rotation applied to the parent control. This is done via our custom
Skin implementation of the ContextMenu. Further, also JavaFX ScrollEvents are fixed
to the normal screen orientation. Therefore, for some controls that allow scrolling of
their content, the ScrollEvent has to be transformed by taking into account the rotation
of the control itself. This also happens inside some Skin implementations. This way,
TUIOFX supports free orientation of all JavaFX controls.

5 Utilising TUIOFX
In the following we highlight how easy it is to utilise TUIOFX for developers. The
TUIOFX toolkit is distributed in form of two separate libraries: TUIOFX–Core and
TUIOFX–WidgetToolkit. To migrate any existing JavaFX project into a multi-user,
multi-touch TUIOFX project, both libraries can simply be added as JAR file to the
project.
TUIOFX applications can be deployed on a variety of hardware and software
combinations as long as they support the TUIO protocol and Java 8. We have primarily
developed TUIOFX on our custom-made 42” tabletop built using a TUIO-enabled PQ
Labs Multi-Touch Overlay as multi-touch sensing input device, but also successfully
tested a variety of other setups and form factors.

5.1 The API Design of TUIOFX
One of TUIOFX strength is its minimal API and resulting high ease of learning. As
TUIOFX is founding on JavaFX’s flexible capabilities to overwrite the default lookand-feel of existing Controls, we were able to achieve the complex adaptations of UI
elements without any changes for developers on how to use these components in their
2

http://github.com/comtel2000/fx-experience
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code. Accordingly, we were able to keep the API of TUIOFX very lightweight,
allowing the toolkit to be minimally invasive to existing code. The TuioFX class of
TUIOFX–Core with only eight methods is the main point of interaction with the API.
1 public class TuioFXApplication extends Application {
2
3
public static void main(String[] args) {
4
TuioFX.enableJavaFXTouchProperties();
5
launch(args);
6
}
7
8
public void start(Stage stage) throws Exception {
9
Pane root = new StackPane();
10
Scene scene = new Scene(root);
11
stage.setScene(scene);
12
13
// start TuioFX
14
TuioFX tuioFX = new TuioFX(stage, Configuration.debug());
15
tuioFX.enableMTWidgets(true);
16
tuioFX.start();
17
18
// display application window
19
stage.show();
20
}
21 }

Listing 2. Integration of TUIOFX-Core and TUIOFX–WidgetToolkit to a JavaFX Application.

Integrating TUIOFX in a new or existing JavaFX application requires only four lines
of code: First, the TUIOFX-Core needs to be initialised (see line 4 in Listing 2) before
normally launching the JavaFX application in line 5. This enables several JavaFX
system properties, which in turn activate features of the Java virtual machine reserved
for touch devices. By adding the lines 14 and 16 TuioFX tuioFX = new TuioFX(stage,
Configuration. debug()) and tuioFX.start()to the code, any existing JavaFX application
immediately is able to react to TUIO events from TUIO trackers over the standard port
3333. The line 15 tuioFX.enableMTWidgets(true) activates the TUIOFXWidgetToolkit. All widgets receive the TUIOFX look-and-feel including widget
functionality like text-input via the soft-keyboard, task-based focus, etc. With these four
lines, most of TUIOFX’s functionality for developing multi-user, multi-touch
applications can be leveraged, in any JavaFX application. Beyond these lines, only a
few more classes and custom properties are needed for further adapting and tuning the
behaviour of TUIOFX. Two classes (Configuration and Configuration.Builder) allow to
further tailor TUIOFX to specific hardware. While TUIOFX provides a few default
configurations, the Configuration parameters allow to fine-tune aspects of the gesture
recognisers, to configure a different TUIO port, or to toggle the debug output, etc. And
finally a class TuioTangible and the respective TangibleListener provide possibilities to
deal with Tangibles. Together they allow the handling of relayed TUIO Object events in
a way that resembles the general JavaFX event-handling infrastructure.

5.2 TUIOFX Custom Properties
Finally, TUIOFX behaviour can be further adapted by adding TUIOFX’s custom
properties directly to a JavaFX Node. A JavaFX Node property is set by calling its
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getProperties().put("<propertyName>", "<value>") method. Table 2 shows the two
available TUIOFX properties. The property focusArea is used to define a node as focus
area, as discussed in detail previously. The property isTUIOTouchTransparent is
sometimes helpful to make transparent containers, only used for layouting controls (e.g.
a GridPane), invisible for the gesture recognisers.
Property name Property description
If true, this Node is defined as a starting node of a
focusArea
focus area
isTUIOTouch If true, this Node is ignored by the TouchHandler in
Transparent
the target selection
Table 2. TUIOFX Features activated using Node properties.

5.2.1 Building Applications With TUIOFX
In this section, we briefly highlight applications that have been built with TUIOFX, to
assess its actual benefits. This includes a few small applications (1-4), which highlight
different aspects of the toolkit, as well as a few bigger applications, that were built in
student projects and theses (5 & 6), to informally evaluate the learnability as well as for
judging the toolkits general robustness and stability.

Fig. 5. Selection of TUIOFX applications, including Touch and Gesture Visualiser (1), Picture Browser
(2), 3D Model Viewer (3), Mixing Console (4), IdeateTable Creativity Tool (5) and Collaborative UMLEditor (6).

In Fig. 5 we present a few of these applications as screenshots. The first example (1)
is TUIOFX’s Touch and Gesture Visualiser, a utility application that allows checking
the basic functioning of TUIOFX-Core on new hardware and allows fine-tuning of
Configuration parameters. The Picture Browser (2) rebuilds a common, classic multitouch demo in ca. 100 lines of code (loc) and took ca. 20 minutes to implement and
style via CSS. A version that allows playing several video files in parallel also exists, to
evaluate the performance of the TUIOFX’s touch handling during high CPU-load with
ca. 10 loc more. Much similar, the 3D Browser (3) for manipulating the view of
different 3D models with gestures and utilising JavaFX 3D Graphics (>500 loc) was
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used to successfully test the perceived latency of TUIOFX-Core. The Mixing Console
UI mockup (4) was implemented for checking the out-of-the-box compatibility of the
TUIOFX–WidgetToolkit with third party JavaFX UI libraries (i.e. the gauges and rotary
controllers) in less than 250 loc. The IdeateTable ideation and mind mapping tool (5)
and the Collaborative UML-Editor for class diagrams (6) are two more extensive (both
50+ classes) examples as results from a student project and a thesis. Both make heavy
use of the Widget-Toolkit (although the components were visually restyled for the
UML-Editor) and explore the applicability of task-based focus and adhoc-focusterritories [9]. For all, the TUIOFX specific code—i.e. the developer writing methods
and classes from TUIOFX’s API—never exceeds 20 lines of code.
Accordingly, from our observations and the feedback we received within the student
projects, we found that the utilisation of TUIOFX only accounted for a negligible
number of the issues encountered by students in the project. Although the students
experience with Java and JavaFX was quite diverse from only introductory courses to
several years of active programming experience, not one single student had problems
with the usage of TUIOFX per se. As a further result, we were able to identify and
remove a few bugs and glitches that occurred through the sometimes unconventional,
and therefore unforeseeable, programming solutions of the students in the first projects.

6 Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper we presented the TUIOFX toolkit, that aims to support developers of
multi-user, multi-touch applications with an easy to learn, stable, and cross-platform
toolkit. By only working beneath the surface of JavaFX, we are able to present a toolkit
that affords almost zero adoption time for experienced Java programmers and is highly
flexible. With our underlying concept of task-based focus, we also equipped the toolkit
with a novel interaction paradigm—if this paradigm proves successful for users needs to
be justified in future evaluations. So far, just from observing users interacting with
demo applications that rely on task-based focus, we found that they interacted without
even noticing the underlying mechanisms—which was the aim of the concept.
However, in future work we aim to systematically evaluate task-based focus in a user
study.
By making TUIOFX available to the community3, we continuously gather further
insights from programmers, researchers, and designers with a plethora of hardware
setups and different application scenarios. This allows further improving the stability
and robustness of the toolkit. As currently Java is transitioning from version 8 to 9,
some effort also is going into observing and maintaining the compatibility with future
versions of JavaFX.

3

http://www.tuiofx.org
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